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The Beretta PX4 Storm is another of the current
crop of plastic guns. Properly engineered, plastic
isn’t “just as good,” it’s “better.” It’s cheaper, weighs
less, doesn’t corrode in sweaty hands and, in the
case of the Storm, can be molded into an extraordi-
narily comfortable grip. This is a good plastic gun.

While price may not be the most interesting
thing about a firearm, you can’t own what you
can’t afford. Our shop sells them for $10 more than
a Glock or just over $500. A quick look at the vari-
ous auction sites shows that’s typical. 

Construction
From the outside looking in, the PX4 looks…

different. Beretta hired Ital Design (Think: Ferrari,
Lamborghini, etc.) to wrap an ergonomic package
around an update of the rotating barrel lock-up of
the Cougar. Initially, I was ambivalent to the
Storm’s appearance. The longer I dragged it around
with me, and the more times I handled it, the more
the design grew on me. It isn’t trendy; it’s smart.
Sharp edges are absent. The slide is Bruniton coat-
ed, which is a decent factory finish, better than the
Nitron finish on SIGs, but nothing like the durabili-
ty of Glock’s Tenifer. Like the Glock, the HK USP
and P2000 series, the slide of the PX4 rides on
small steel tabs. Such a design makes the gun less
lubrication dependent. This gun cycled fine long
after all of the lubrication was shot out of it. The
front and rear cocking serrations offer a good pur-
chase on the slide without being unnecessarily
sharp. The sights have about the same proportions
you will find on a Beretta 92, but offer better visi-

bility due to their “Super-Luminova” composition.
Beretta advertises 30 minutes of glow, but the
sights allowed me to easily find the gun at my bed-
side after a 4:00 am trip to the bathroom. The
decocking safety of this “F” model remained a little
stiff throughout the entire test in spite of the various
types of lubrication I applied.

If you like the feel of a SIG, CZ or the HK
P2000, you will probably like this grip. Like the
P2000, it comes with interchangeable backstraps,
which seems to be the wave of the future. I know
the 1911 was there first with its flat-or-curved
mainspring housings, but this is a little easier to
change and the three sizes vary grip size signifi-
cantly. If you have smallish hands, this gun is worth
a look. In addition to the backstraps, Beretta offers
different-sized magazine release buttons, slide
stops and safety levers. They even offer a replace-
ment mainspring cap with a lanyard loop.

Internally, the barrel is chrome lined, which is a
nice touch. In fact, I wish they had chromed the bar-
rel inside and out. The exterior of the barrel and the
17-round magazines are blued. Translation: They rust
unless you baby them. Like it or not, Glock set the
standard for corrosion resistance 20-plus years ago. If
you want to play with the big boys, you’d better get
on board. Brushed stainless is also an inexpensive,
non-glare option for magazines. 

Shootable
I let over a dozen people take this gun up to our

range and shoot it. The consensus was that – like
the XD and the S&W MP – the recoil is a little bit
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